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Reviewer's report:

The authors aimed to predict patients with higher postoperative pain levels by using simple clinical tools such as pain intensity by peripheral venous cannulation, PACU nurses' prediction of patients' pain level, maximum NRS pain at the PACU and patients own forecast of postoperative pain levels in this prospective cohort study in THA patients. They found that none of the tools predicted postoperative pain at 24h after surgery. The aim of this study was clinically relevant and the study was well designed. Minor comments: P12. Line 42-51 should be deleted, as nonsignificant difference should not be addressed.

Are the methods appropriate and well described?
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.
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Does the work include the necessary controls?
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.
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Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.
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Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.
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